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ADM is a rights organization which raises awareness and fights against anti-Muslim racism. It
was created in the exceptional context of the state of emergency as a response to the needs of
victims to gain access to their rights, as well as to monitor on the ground the application of
administrative measures.
ADM's specificity is due to in the fact that it combines respect for security requirements and
compliance with the law. ADM gives information about hate speech, fakes news, and harassment
on social media, and provides legal and administrative support to victims, using a network of 30
lawyers. ADM is also a member of the Anti-Terrorism Network of Rights and Freedoms.
During the state of emergency, ADM followed and accompanied 203 persons who were
subjected to administrative searches, with 87 under house arrest, of which 8 are still under house
arrest on October 30, 2018, not counting the multiple measures such as the prohibition of leaving
the country, the withdrawal of the professional card, the status of Refugee, etc… ADM
monitored 10% of cases under the SILT act.
ADM monitored the closure of mosques: there were 20 closures of mosques during the state of
emergency and 7 under SILT.
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I. Summary
“Today's human rights violations are the conflicts of tomorrow” — Zeid Ra'ad Al-Hussein, UN
High Commissioner for Human Rights.
This report complements the other reports available on the state of emergency and the Law
Strengthening Internal Security and the Fight Against Terrorism (SILT). In fact, there exists no
official report on closures of place of worship. It is a question of getting feedback from the field
on the work followed by ADM for European and international decision makers, politicians, and
European and international organizations. The goal is to combine the imperatives of security and
respect for human rights. It is necessary to understand the prevention policies related to the fight
against terrorism both in France and in the world, because the combination of antiterrorist laws
and the way in which they are used abusively represents a major risk for the preservation of
freedoms in that it challenges the very foundation of national and international institutions by
weakening them.
There are 740 house arrest warrants under state of emergency. The key measures of the state of
emergency were introduced and enshrined in the act of October 30, 2017, which strengthens
internal security and the fight against terrorism.
The SILT act is an area in which restrictions on Liberty can be imposed, with 106 individual
measures of administrative control and surveillance (MICAS, equivalent to house arrest under
the state of emergency), 97 visits and seizures (administrative searches), and 7 closures of
mosques.
Only mosques were closed under the SILT law. The reasons given to justify these closures are:
1. Hatred was incited, yet no judicial conviction supports these accusations.
2. The questioning of religious texts, especially Hadiths or verses from the Qur'an, which
characterizes an interference in worship.
3. The departure to Syria of persons who have attended the mosque, although they are unknown
to the heads of the mosque.
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It is also reported that at times, incivilities were perpetrated around the mosques, such as tags on
the walls.
These administrative measures related to the fight against terrorism are taken on the basis of
"white notes;” secret, anonymous documents written by intelligence services without criminal
investigation. The targeted individual must prove in the negative in order to have the restrictions
lifted.
None of the closed mosques has been the subject of judicial investigation related to terrorism.
Anti-terrorism tools are diverted and serve as collective punishment against Muslims.
The various prevention plans are directed specifically toward practicing Muslims. ADM
continues to denounce this discriminatory treatment, confirmed by the record of prevention of
radicalization which lists 4 Muslim schools and 7 places of worship closed and Muslim shops, as
well as the deportation of 300 foreigners.
This specific treatment in particular, because of religious affiliation, demonstrates discrimination
against Muslims in the fight against terrorism (permanent state of emergency). The amalgam
feeds anti-Muslim racist rhetoric because of a lack of discernment and a short-term political
vision. We deplore these errors of analysis concerning violent extremism with its resources and
information concentrated on practicing Muslims, though they have nothing to do with terrorism.
This security policy confuses Muslims and terrorists. The reason for this is that they have the
same religious affiliation to Islam. At the same time, supremacist and small groups are spreading
anti-Muslim racism and counting on the confusion to gain more supporters. The arrest of the
extreme right-wing terrorist group AFO who planned attacks against Muslims and Imams and
the attacks on Christchurch in New Zealand are blatant demonstrations of this. Curiously, despite
the census of a large number of individuals who subscribe to these theories about the Great
Replacement and the invasion of Islam, authorities have not put any plan in place to prevent
radicalization and counter this identity extremism which leads to identity terrorism and threatens
the stability of the world, as evidenced by the report on the prevention of radicalization of March
2019.
It is imperative to review the policy on the prevention of radicalization, to fight against all forms
of violent extremism, to stop confounding Islam and terrorism, as well as Muslims and terrorists.
The authorities must protect freedom of worship and conscience, and combat discrimination and
hate speech in all its forms, including the one targeting Muslims.
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If, initially, administrative measures focused only on Muslims, today, they extend naturally to
the rest of society. This combination of administrative measures calls into question freedoms
such as the right to demonstrate, for journalists to inform the public, and the right to assemble.
First they came for the Communists
And I did not speak out
Because I was not a Communist
Then they came for the Socialists
And I did not speak out
Because I was not a Socialist
Then they came for the trade unionists
And I did not speak out
Because I was not a trade unionist
Then they came for the Jews
And I did not speak out
Because I was not a Jew
Then they came for me
And there was no one left
To speak out for me
— Pasteur Martin Niemöller
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II.
III. I. SILT Act: the closure of places of worship is
only a closure of mosques
According to the SILT law, the Ministry of the Interior can close a mosque: "for the sole
purpose of preventing the commission of acts of terrorism. The representative of the
State in the department or, in Paris, the Chief of Police, can declare the closure of places
of worship in which
-the discourses, ideas, or theories promulgated,
-or the activities that take place
-provoke violence, hatred, or discrimination,
-the commission of acts of terrorism,
-or the apology for such acts. This closure cannot exceed six months, is
pronounced by reasoned decree, and preceded by a contradictory procedure. The decree
which orders the closure is accompanied by a 48-hour stay of execution, after which the
measure may be automatically enforced. If, however, a person having an interest in the
matter goes before the administrative court within this period, the measure may not be
executed until the judge hearing the application has informed the parties of whether or
not a public hearing is to be held.”
ADM would like to highlight particular important information. Mosques in France have direct
ties to intelligence services, and the abuses of security measures do not fall only on those
services. It so happens that managers of neighboring mosques feed slanderous white notes
(anonymous notes) to certain mosques. The false accusations relating to the adherence to terrorist
theories in particular emerge in certain investigations that we conducted on the closures of
mosques.
With these tactics, these sources use information to rid themselves of a competitor for various
reasons: the collections, the lack of follower, or a position with access to politicians. Being the
representative of the Muslims to the elected politicians, they are, in reality, representatives solely
their own interests to the detriment of the collective good and national security.
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The intelligence does not have the means to verify the influx of this information. The situation
has been presented to us in several files since the announcement of the state of emergency. The
defender of rights had demanded that slanderous condemnations be punished.
Fionnuala Ní Aoláin, the United Nations Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of
human rights and fundamental freedoms in the fight against terrorism, paid an official visit to
France in May 2018 to assess French legislation in the fight against terrorism. Terrorism, in the
light of France's international obligations in the field of human rights. She turned in the report on
March 1, 2019, to the United Nations Human Rights Council.
The rapporteur called the SILT law the law of October 30, 2017 on the internal security a de
facto state of emergency. This is also our analysis. The SILT law is a state of permanent
emergency.
Regarding mosque closures, she is “particularly aware of the attacks on religious freedom as a
result of the closing of some mosques,” and emphasizes that “only mosques have been closed"
and that “it is worrying that 7 mosques have been closed since the introduction of the SILT law.
To date, only mosques have been affected.”

The Special Rapporteur "encourages the state to ensure that after a mosque or a prayer room has
been closed down, the faithful continue to have an appropriate place to gather.”
She highlights the confusion between practicing Muslims and terrorists: “There is a serious
danger that these closures will lead to discriminatory practices that intentionally or
unintentionally target individual members or groups of people in a particular belief group who
are perceived as predisposed to acts of terrorism or other acts of violence.” According to the UN
expert, the white notes make "extremely cumbersome procedures to refute allegations" especially
with regard to mosques.

1. Foundation of Mosque Closures or Permanent
State of Emergency
Official figures indicate that 20 mosques were closed during the state of emergency and none
were allowed to reopen. Despite the many appeals brought before the administrative courts, no
reopening was allowed.
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The only mosque that has been excluded from the decision and reopened is the mosque of Lagny
Sur Marne. The government Manuel Valls in the Council of Ministers, however, dissolved the
association of the mosque of Lagny sur Marne a second time after this victory before the Council
of the State. ADM followed the dossier of the Lagny sur Marne mosque as well as the victims of
administrative measures (searches, house arrests, bans on leaving the territory) who managed or
frequented the Lagny sur Marne mosque. It is extremely difficult to challenge vague suspicions,
which are not based on any evidence in a system that reverses the burden of proof. Doubt with an
administrative judge always benefits the administration.

The Use of “White Notes”
With regard to the lack of evidence, the Ministry of the Interior argues in the dispute over the white notes,
that he must be trusted because of the terrorist threat. He invokes the defense secret and the protection of
the sources which closes any adversarial debate with the administrative tribunal to the detriment of the
rights of the defense and a fair trial.
There are administrative measures ordering the closing of mosques and the freezing of the assets where
the expulsions are taken on the basis of "white notes,” these secret, anonymous documents, written by
intelligence services. These White Notes reverse the burden of proof, for example, to prove that an event
never existed or that one does not know a person. It is, however, impossible to bring negative proof.
This litigation is extremely difficult for an administrative judge subject to security pressure or lack of
investigative means. Indeed, the administrative judge is deprived of the means of investigation of the
judicial judge, and must be satisfied with the elements

It is important to note that none of these mosques have been held responsible for allegedly
criminal acts related or not related to terrorism in the context of legal proceedings. This proves
the arbitrary nature of these closures. 11 mosques are still closed according to the report of the
Ministry of the Interior on the state of emergency.
The suspicions surrounding the Ministry of the Interior's administrative closures on mosques and
the white notes are absurd, to say the least. Alleged, religious speeches and incitement to hatred
are being established, yet no judicial conviction supports these serious accusations.
In reality, mosques do not incite hatred. During sermons, imams rely on the Qur'an and Hadiths
“sunna,” as is the prophetic tradition. These texts date back 1400 years. The misunderstanding of
some sources of information, such as translation errors from Arabic to French lead the Ministry
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of the Interior to reinterpret religious texts. What imams say cannot be described as an incitement
of hatred, because their sermons are based on sacred books such as the Gospel and the Torah,
which are books confirmed by the Qur'an and which are part of the attestation of Islam’s faith.
None of the seven mosques closed under SILT were reopened despite recourse to the
administrative courts. None of the mosques have been the subject of a judicial investigation. In
addition, officials, the imams of mosques, undergo a combination of measures resulting in an
administrative relentlessness that adds to the closures of mosques, such as the freezing of assets,
eviction, tax audit, control by taxes, urbanization, and various forms of fraud. These
administrative measures that date from 2014 are cumulative and are not part of the SILT law.
They are additions to these procedures.
It should be known that a mosque is closed only because the manager and/or the imam are
challenged on the basis of suspicions fed into the white notes by the administration. These
suspicions usually relate to the president or the Imam of the association that runs the mosque. It
is on these people that the accusations of the Ministry of the Interior are concentrated as, for
example, in the case of the Marseille mosque closed under SILT, or that of Sartrouville closed
because of the state of emergency and SILT. It is on the presidents and/or the imams that the
suspicions of the Ministry of the Interior are essentially focused.
These accusations are generalized to the whole mosque, to those who frequent it, and,
more broadly, to all Muslims who suffer the consequences of stigmatization and the deprivation
of a place of worship.
ADM has identified 7 mosques closed since November 1, 2017.

2. The Sartrouville Mosque closed under the SILT
law.
The Sartrouville Mosque was closed during the state of emergency. It was reopened at the end of
the state of emergency on October 31, 2017, then closed under the SILT law, an act which
proves that we are in a state of permanent emergency due to the continuity of this administrative
closure. SILT is only the continuation of a state of emergency, or a de facto state of emergency,
as emphasized by the UN Special Rapporteur.
France is in a state of permanent emergency.
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We emphasize that in the litigation related to the administrative closures of mosques, it is
practically impossible to win the case before the administrative court because of the reversal of
the burden of proof. The applicant is required, and therefore the mosque, to provide non-existent
evidence. The accusations are based on vague elements the reinterpretation of religious texts. It
is a matter of proving that those in charge do not know a particular person or were aware of the
commission by a third party of an offense committed as part of his private life. Those in charge
of mosques cannot be aware that a third party went to Syria any more than they should bear the
responsibility for the offenses committed by a third party.

3. The Sartrouville Mosque closed on November
18, 2017 under the SILT law
The Mosque of Sartrouville was closed under a state of emergency on October 2, 2017, and
reopened for a few days at the end of the state of emergency on November 1, 2017.
The prefect of Versailles sent a notification to close the mosque of Sartrouville under SILT. In
the notifications and white notes, the Ministry of the Interior seems to reproach the president of
the mosque and the mosque of Sartrouville for all the problems of the department and beyond.
The president lodged a complaint against the prefect for defamation. The charges are unfounded
and not based on any evidence.
The suspicions contained in the notification of the closure of the mosque of Sartrouville state that
it: “supported bin Laden since the year 2000,” "intense proselytism - marking their hostility to
the republican principles, inciting hatred in religious books which, according to the Ministry of
the Interior "called for discrimination against Jews and Christians", "justifying violence and
recourse to armed jihad or regularly referring to these same theories was also organized combat
sports,”
With regard to support for bin Laden, the president has formally denied the accusations
described as "silly" and “ridiculous".
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A book, Freely Available, That People Should Not Have
Regarding religious books, in December 2015, the Mosque of Sartrouville was the subject of an
administrative search. When the mosque was closed under the state of emergency, almost two years later,
the Ministry of the Interior reproached the mosque for this work, accusing it of being “anti-Semitic, antiChristian, and hostile to republican principles.”
For example, the accusations are directed at a book which makes up part of the collection of Hadiths. The
book in question, is the The Meadows of the Righteous (Ryhad Salihine in Arabic). This book is on sale at
the FNAC and is also sold on its site. The famous company explains that the book, “the garden of the
virtuous” is: “a collection of Hadith, and the book sold most in Islam after the Qur'an.” Thus, we can find
this book for sale in numerous bookstores. These Hadiths have been in circulation for nearly 1400 years.
This collection of Hadiths is often the cause of mosque closures, and even administrative searches and
house arrest under the state of emergency and SILT.

The Ministry of Interior criticizes the Mosque of Sartrouville in the white note for the attendance
of Orthodox Muslims, or “Salafis," from "all neighboring departments". The President is
reproached for "the prayer room, leading a sports team, being an activist who is active in the
neighborhood, and helping the people of the neighborhood, familiarize themselves with the
figures of radical Islam.” The president is also criticized for the departure of a girl who,
according to the prefect, had left in Syria in 2014, as well as the indictment of an individual,
scholarly failure of children in the neighborhood, withdrawal from school, a legitimization of
Shari'a practices in everyday life, and a community withdrawal that results in incivility on the
part of young people in the neighborhood.
The prefect produced the only proof in court of the white note. No judicial measure has been
investigated or otherwise initiated. During the interviews conducted by ADM with the president
and the adherents, the latter told us of their shock in the face of the false accusations contained in
the white notes.
The president responded with a complaint against the prefect for defamation.
It is important to underline another procedure in this administrative dispute: the gracious appeal
to the prefect which takes place before the closures of places of worship. The mosque targeted by
the closure receives a notification from the prefect which indicates that he plans to close the
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mosque, leaving it a period of 7 days to submit written or oral observations challenging the
decision.
It is, in fact a contradictory debate with the Ministry of the Interior. Each party, the mosque and
the Ministry of the Interior, presents its arguments. The Ministry of the Interior becomes, in this
procedure of (gracious) appeal, judge and party.
This process is contrary to the rights of the defense. It is not for the prosecution to decide the
merits of the elements of the defense without a judge. This gracious appeal outside the control of
a judge serves to fuel the Prefect’s decision to close the mosque.

4. The Sunna mosque in Marseille was closed
under the SILT law
The mosque of Marseille "Sunna" was closed on December 11, 2017 by the prefect. The
Ministry of the Interior accuses it in a white note of having "disseminated, through the preaching
of imam — some of which are published on their website — calls for hatred and violence against
Christians, Jews, Shiites, and adulterers in particularly explicit terms, and glorifying “jihad.” He
went on to say; ”at the interlocutory hearing and in its writings, the association did not dispute
the content of these sermons but was content, for the most part, to claim, without first
establishing it, that they had simply been posted on the website and not held in the mosque
itself.” The Ministry of the Interior criticizes the mosque on account of the religious texts and
verses of the Qur'an. He blames it for speaking of Palestine. The mosque explained that “the
texts were religious, and as for Palestine, there was nothing political element, and it was simply a
part of the sacred texts.”
The court ruled that the mosque could not demonstrate that is was not preaching radical Islam,
nor to explain why the young people who participated in the mosque departed for Syria. The
Ministry of the Interior levels accusations without proof, and the transcripts of Arabic to French
were not reliable, but rather distorted, according to the lawyer of the imam of the mosque of
Marseilles. The Ministry of the Interior has once again become the puppet of religious works,
which have been sold several times in commerce.
The Minister of the Interior interferes with the Muslim religion. He allows himself to judge the
text and the religious texts dating back 1400 years. In fact, it is the questioning of the Muslim
religion under the pretext of combating hate speech. The closure of the mosque because of this
motivation is on one hand a censure, and on the other contrary to fundamental rights.
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Regarding the departure of people to Syria who prayed in the mosque, these accusations are
unfounded. Under the pretext that someone would have prayed in the mosque and gone to Syria,
should the responsibility then fall on the rest of the practitioners? Those people who went to
Syria certainly did not go only to this mosque. And what about the other public places they
frequented?
After the closure of the mosque, the imam was expelled to Algeria. The closure of this mosque
left Muslims, as well as mosques in France, with a feeling of injustice and stigmatization.
Regarding the accusations targeting imams that lead to the closures of mosques, the UN Special
Rapporteur in his report is concerned that the actions of an imam or his followers are likely to
disproportionately affect the rights of the mosques and the muslim community.
Therefore, the Rapporteur "encourages the State to ensure that the faithful, after the closing of a
mosque or a prayer hall, continue to have an appropriate place to gather”.

5. The Gigean Mosque was closed under the SILT
law
Regarding the mosque of Gigean, the prayer room was raided under the state of emergency in
November of 2015. The prefect of Herault then ordered the closure of a Muslim prayer room in
Gigean May 14, 2018, for a period of 6 months. This measure of closing a place of worship
intervenes with the framework of the SILT law. The Ministry of the Interior accused the Abu
Darda prayer hall of being a “place of influence of the Salafist movement, advocating an
uncompromising Islam which called for discrimination and hatred against women, Jews, and
Christians.” The prefect made the same accusations as those brought against the mosque of
Sartrouville and Marseille, namely:
“Privileged and regular meeting places for the faithful who support armed jihad on the national
territory — among the hundred regulars of this place of worship — are gathering criminals of
common law, individuals reported for their violence, radicalized individuals, and, in certain case
s, prosecuted for apologizing for terrorism.” The mosque would be marked "by its identity
withdrawal and its proselytizing activities”
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We find the same reproaches, namely proselytism, religious texts, radicalization, attendance by
people with a history of common law and apology. Muslims feel themselves to be victims of
injustice, hindered in their freedom of worship and conscience.
The mosque of Gigean is a Salafi mosque, and like the mosque of Marseille, it is of the same
religious group. These mosques were fighting against terrorist ideology and takfir (the excommunion of Muslims / a jihadist ideology). The accusations are grotesque when we know the
extent of the animosity that exists between takfirs and Salafis. Rather than relying on this group
to fight terrorism and better understand the sectarian excesses, the Ministry of the Interior
instead confuses the two groups. It relies on purely superficial criteria such as wearing a beard or
jalaba to define people as radicalized. ADM has always questioned the criteria of radicalization
(see the ADM report on radicalization). In fact, no terrorist who committed attacks in France or
Europe wore Islamic clothing. This confusion comes from the erroneous analysis of pseudoexperts who have no knowledge of Islam, and from these different groups with an anti-Islam and
anti-Muslim interpretation of terrorist events.
The Muslims targeted by the administrative measures have been fighting this fight for decades
against Bin Laden, Al Qaeda, and now against DAESH. Examples of this are the Salafi North
site and the anti-Daesh leaflet distributed by Salafis well before attacks of November 2015, later
found during the administrative search of a family in November of 2015, and other victims
followed by ADM. These leaflets were available in the homes of those who had been searched
and were under house arrest, as well as in mosques that had been searched under a state of
emergency. This very minority group is systematically threatened by the terrorists, but continues
to fight them mercilessly despite the obstacles to their freedom and the stigmatization they have
endured for years.

6. The Zahra Mosque Closed Under the SILT Law
On October 2, 2018, the Zahra European Shia Center (Shiite Mosque) in Grande-Synthe (north)
and the mosque were closed for "Radical Islam Shiite". 12 administrative searches under the
SILT law, or, "visits and seizures" were conducted, and 3 people were placed in police custody.
The treasurer of the Shia Center was sentenced to appear immediately in front of the court for
illegal possession of weapons. The court has not yet pronounced detention.
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President Yahia Gouasmi explains; “There were two old rifles that were in a chest, our fault is
not to have declared them. We had previously asked the Prefecture for permission to possess
weapons because we had received death threats. The authorization has been denied to us”
As the Minister of the Interior Gerard Collomb pointed out at the time of the search, that this
closure was the 5th one since the forceful implementation of the SILT law. The prefecture made
a statement on the operation: "The simultaneous conduct of these operations mobilizes about 200
police officers. This operation falls within the framework of the prevention of terrorism, the
activities of the association "Center Zahra France" being particularly followed because of the
support marked by its leaders of several terrorist organizations, and for movements advocating
ideas contrary to the values of the Republic.” The center has had its assets frozen for a period of
six months.
The Ministry of the Interior links the Zahra Center to an attack foiled in June in Villepinte (93)
thanks to the collaboration of the Israeli services. Still, the antiterrorist prosecutor's office was
not seized following the searches.
The Zarhra center has been open since 2005. Their anti-Zionist position is well-known to the
French authorities. Shiites are a small minority of Muslims in France. The Ministry of the
Interior closed this center which has been open for 14 years. Its President, Yahia Gouasmi, has
always clearly displayed his anti-Zionist political convictions. The president is also the founder
of an anti-Zionist political party, the NPA, which has its headquarters in the Zahra Center.
The Ministry of the Interior suspects the Zahra Center of having a connection with a terrorist
operation committed in June 2018 because of the president's proximity to the Iranian
government. These serious accusations did not lead to an investigation of facts or terrorism. The
Zahra Center was only the subject of administrative searches.
Accusations of anti-Semitic/anti-Zionist rhetoric often recur in the white notes and the resulting
notification of administrative action. Offenses of incitement to hatred and discrimination are not
terrorist offenses. These arguments are blatant accusations of administrative measures related to
the fight against terrorism. The offenses charged, however, are punishable by criminal
prosecution. It is astonishing to see that there are no criminal convictions for these charges,
which tends to demonstrate their unfoundedness, as well as the diversion of anti-terrorist tools
for purposes other than those displayed.
Secretary of State Christophe Castaner posted a tweet on March 20, 2019, citing his decision to
dissolve the Zahra Center, which houses the Zahra Mosque and three other associations. The
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government has dissolved these four associations whose headquarters is the Zahra Center Shiite
Mosque closed under the SILT law.
These decisions came in the context of mosque attacks in Christchurch, New Zealand, in
exacerbated anti-Muslim racism, where the terrorist would have become radicalized with Renaud
Camus' theory of Grand Replacement, a racist ideology that directly led to 50 deaths and 48
wounded.
The Secretary of Sate closed a mosque, a Shiite religious federation, an association, and a media
and a political party, while far-right organizations that propagate the racist theories that led to
terrorism are not worried as the “Free Network” website, where 800 members openly make
terrorist declarations and plan attacks against Muslims: “I pledge to kill everything that can be
Muslim, men, women, children. And this without mercy and without remorse. - Clean your guns,
grease your breeches, and shoot in the heap!”
On September 30, 2018, Anonymous (pseudonym) was still languishing: “Strong is the first
patriotic salvo! I have the trigger that itches, I’m starting to feel a cramp in my index finger …”
As we approach the third anniversary of November 13, Povbête (pseudonym) regrets: “If I was
clever, I would bomb a little mosque, just to cheer me up and make these muslims understand
that we do not want them ".
Moreover, we note that these associations and this mosque have been open for years, which had
not been a problem until then. The Decree of the Council of Ministers from 20 March 2019
regarded the dissolution of four associations. According to which all the associations or factual
groups that provoke discrimination, hatred or violence, in France or from that territory, to actions
aimed at provoking acts of terrorism in France or abroad.
The Ministry of the Interior’s decisions being motivated by the fact that the headquarters of the
four associations are identical, that they have common leaders at the mosque of the Zahra Center,
and that “these associations constitute, through their closely interwoven activities, their
functioning, and by the remarks made by their representatives or by the messages diffused within
the place of worship or on their various Internet sites, vectors of diffusion of an ideology which
calls for hatred, discrimination and apologizing for terrorism .”
If the alleged offense is clearly expressed, the concrete acts alleged against the center and the
mosque in this sense are more than vague and doubtful.
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The Ministry of the Interior does not distinguish between a mosque that is a place of worship, a
media and a political party, and a religious federation. He maintains that the Zahra Center
regularly legitimizes armed jihad, both by the sermons given in the place of worship in view of
the so-called "holy war" and through constant apology, particularly via the Internet, for the
actions of organizations such as Hamas, Palestinian Islamic Jihad and the armed wing of
Hezbollah, all listed as terrorist organizations in the European Union. He blames her for antiIsrael positions. As for the association France Marianne Télé, he is reproached for relaying
broadcasts of the Anti-Zionist Party, which is a political party.
French legislation has a sufficient arsenal of hate crime laws which has nothing to do with
terrorism offenses. These dissolution proceedings are far removed from the first accusation.
“This action was part of the prevention of terrorism, the activities of the association" Center
Zahra France “terrorist organizations,” which was based on a supposed link between a terrorist
operation and the Iranian services. The operation which followed was carried out by the French
services and an accumulation of administrative measures: searches, closing of the mosque,
freezes of associations and persons and accounts. It has been pronounced on a judicial procedure
or conviction for incitement to hatred or terrorism.
We are no longer in the fight against terrorism, but rather in the hijacking of the manifesto of
anti-terrorist tools to silence political opposition. The Ministry of the Interior criminalizes
political opinions. He discusses his views of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict, omitting people who
defend the Palestinians, but also the small activist groups on the opposite side that are not being
challenged, although violent toward the ones they consider their enemies.
Linking counter terrorism against Daesh and the Israeli-Palestinian conflict is a major political
and strategic mistake. The primary goal in the fight against terrorism should be to isolate the
terrorist insider Jihadist ideology who feeds on injustice and racism against Muslims.
In terms of what concerns the Zahara Center’s website, it contains only peaceful religious
documents and films.
The combination of the measures and their duration over time demonstrates administrative
harassment, especially since the judicial judge is not called upon to initiate an investigation into
serious charges of terrorism and/or incitement to hatred. These procedures are not equitable.
Moreover, the minister cannot seriously accuse the Shiites of links with the jihadist terrorism of
Daesh, since a war has been taking place in Syria and Iraq between the two groups since 2011.
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7. The closure of the Sunna mosque of Hautmont in
the Hauts-de-France
On December 13, 2018, the prefect of the Hauts-de-France notified a decree closing the
Haumtont As-Sunnah mosque for a period of six months, with a forceful entry 48 hours after
December 15 under SILT. The reason given is to “prevent the commission of terrorist acts.”
To justify this decision, the representative of the Ministry of the Interior relies on the SILT law,
motivating its decision:
“The ideas disseminated and the activities carried out provoke violence, hatred and
discrimination, and promote acts of terrorism. Thus, the statements made in the sermons have
clearly provoked hatred and violence toward non-believers. Similarly, lectures were held at the
place of worship, during which speakers made similar remarks. In view of the evidence gathered
by the special services and the repeated broadcast of messages provoking violence (…).”
An appeal was lodged with the Tribunal de Lille, which dismissed the request. The
administrative judge confined himself to repeating the arguments of the Ministry of the
Interior. The judge considered that statements inciting hatred towards the faithful of other
religions, legitimizing violence against non-Muslims, and advocating the rejection of the values
of the Republic were indeed made in sermons.

The decision of the Administrative Court refers again to Islamic religious works, such as imam
An Nawawi's Meadows of the Righteous (Ryhad Salihin in Arabic), which, according to the
allegations of the Ministry of the Interior and confirmed by the administrative judge, “numerous
passages justifying the use of armed jihad or legitimizing discrimination and violence against
women, were also made available to the faithful attending the prayer hall.”
Once again, the Muslim religious texts dating from the time of the Prophet (sa) are called into
question. It is Nawawi's Meadow of the Righteous (Ryhad Salihine in Arabic) which is accused
of these evils, this work for which is free to be sold in the commercial world.
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To question the hadiths is to question the Qur'an, for hadiths explain and contextualize the
Qur'an, the Muslims who follow the Qur’an, and the tradition (sunnah). The sunnah explains, for
example, how to pray, how to give the poor, etc.
Imam Nawawi, who made a compilation of hadiths in his book The Meadows of the virtuous,
lived from 1233 to 1277, and he is of the Chafiite doctrine (Maghreb doctrine). Because of his
long work with research and Islamic science, he received the name of Sheikh al-Islam (the
scholar of Islam). This name is given only to the great scholars of Islamic Science. There is
approximately one Sheikh El Islam per century. Nawawi wrote some fifty books on various
Islamic sciences. Nawawi is unanimously recognized in the Muslim world by the rigor of his
work and his asceticism.
The court reiterates the arguments of the Ministry of the Interior regarding the so-called
radicalized and the de-institutionalisation: “given also its orientation, the prayer hall is
commonly frequented by many radicalized people. The influence of this place of worship also
extends to the whole of local life, affecting in particular the youngest as evidenced by a growing
phenomenon of withdrawal from school in the area.”

We come back to the same accusations referring to "radicalized" Muslims who practice
assiduously, then in view of the discriminatory approach of the criteria of radicalization, as well
as the errors of judgment of Islamic religious texts. Then again, young people’s withdrawal from
school is reproached to the mosque without taking into account the neighborhood, the problems
of insertion, and the stigmatization and rejection experienced by the young people of the
neighborhoods. The easy solution is to blame the Muslims, which is not only false, but offers no
solution to these daily problems, whether for the young people, the inhabitants, or even the
commune. Indeed, the suburbs are faced with major social and economic problems that are based
on discrimination, and which have a poverty and unemployment rate of 60% when the rest of the
territories have 11% unemployment .

Faced with accusations from the Interior Ministry, Muslims at the As-Sunnah mosque in
Haumtont replied: “Will we soon be accused of being responsible for unemployment and global
warming ? Our mosque is a place of prayer, a place of peace, and aspires to remain so."

The mosque condemns and fights against terrorism
Yet the Hautmont mosque, like the other mosques closed under a state of emergency, and SILT
condemns and fights terrorism with this kind of statement that it regularly publishes :
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“The ASSALEM association of Hautmont (Sunnah mosque) disavows Daesh, Al Qaeda, Boko
Haram, and any other terrorist group, as well as any individual who commits acts of terrorism
against anyone, any individual supporting them, of any person making the apology of terrorism,
and anyone who has the same ideologies, or some of their ideologies, similarly, we strongly
condemn and we warn against any form of terrorism, of killing, of murder, barbarism, and
injustice."

Muslims give their testimonies
Abu Naïla writes: "Total support to my brothers of the Masjid Sunna (Sunna mosque). Look at
how they use lies to fight islam. Above all, call on the Lord of the worlds at night to reveal these
liars in broad daylight. From the beginning, you have been fighting terrorism, whether in your
sermons or by distributing pamphlets, and I testify that I have never heard of you being violent
towards non-Muslims, these lies are directed at you."
Adel Let explains: “After the Sunnah mosque in Marseilles, the one in Equevely by Youcef Abu
Anas, and now the one in Hautmont, mosques that warned from morning to night against the
extremists, against the sectarian excesses! Closed by the state. Does the state want the good of
the people of France ? Where it prefers to see extremism grow among young people who see
their future darken.... I don't understand ... Who gives these instructions ? Frankly, it's
worrisome... But, well, one has to make do with hoping that everything doesn’t go into a tailspin!
No matter what happens, people who have worked sincerely will be rewarded for their work!

Muslims in the Hautmont mosque denounce anti-Muslim racism and collective
punishment
Those targeted by accusations denounce: “the Sunnah mosque in Hautmont has not organized or
planned terrorist acts or promoted any terrorist act! There is no evidence of this and the record is
empty on this point. On the contrary, we have always loudly and strongly denounced Daesh at
the risk of our lives and condemned the attacks time and again. We wish to reiterate publicly that
the leaders of the As –Sunnah mosque in Hautmont have never made statements inciting hatred
and violence towards non-believers. If a person has made such statements, it is up to the state
services to apprehend and question him.
Moreover, we have never received any complaints from our fellow citizens of other faiths that
point in this direction. Why close and deprive the faithful of the place of worship: it is a
collective punishment for all! Many worshippers attending this place of worship feel this
decision to be a humiliation and hindrance to their freedom of worship, or experience it as a form
of racism and discrimination.
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Muslims draw a parallel between the way they have been treated and the neo-nazi identity bar
that was the subject of a report by El Jazeera and which threatened attacks against
Muslims. They were filmed in a report by Al Jazeera who infiltrated those who would
pronounced them in racist, and the anti-Arab attacks and projections of anti-Muslim attacks that
were not shut down by the French authorities.
The case of the Hautmont mosque is not specific. ADM noted that on a regular basis, Muslims
targeted by the state of emergency and SILT have conducted awareness-raising activities with
the Muslim community against DAESH and against all terrorist groups.
ADM is astonished at the interference in the Muslim cult not only by the authorities, but also by
the administrative judge who has no knowledge of Islamic theology. Moreover, the Ministry of
the Interior demonstrates its lack of knowledge of Islam and Muslims, which leads to security
abuses linked to the fight against terrorism.
These reproaches, these unfounded judgments, demonstrate that the French authorities,
knowingly or unknowingly, discriminate against Muslims and challenge Islam. It is a serious
attack on freedom of conscience and religion that not only demonstrates its ignorance of Islam,
but confuses practicing Muslims with terrorists.

The mosque of Al Kawthar was closed on February 7, 2019, under the SILT law
On February 7, 2019, the Prefect of Isère notified a six-month closure order, taking effect on
February 7, 2019, to the association La Dauphinoise, manager of the Al—Kawthar mosque in
Grenoble, Isère, under the SILT act.
An appeal was introduced by the Al Kawthar mosque association to the Administrative Court.
The Ministry of the Interior maintains that the Al Kawthar mosque YouTube channel “contains
numerous passages inciting hatred and violence towards Christians and Jews, legitimizing
criminalization and Sharia law and justifying armed jihad.” He also quoted “about twenty
radicalized individuals frequenting or having frequented this place and would be adherents of
armed jihad, some of which have been arrested, sometimes condemned for acts of advocacy of
terrorism.” The Ministry of the Interior also supports that “20 figures of jihadism had attended
the mosque.”
As for the individuals, the heads of the Al Kawthar mosque refute the accusations.
They explained that they did not know them because they could not know each and every one of
faithful. They point out that religious texts have been taken out of context and misinterpreted. As
for the imam, the Al Kawthar mosque broke away from him on January 15, 2019, as soon as it
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learned that he was not suitable for the prefect of Isere, despite the fact that he is a beloved imam
and has had no problems.
The Al Kawthar mosque denounced baseless accusations, pointing out that it is not responsible
for people's illegal actions, that people pray and go away, it does not know the identity of people,
it has not been invited to collaborate in a security effort to fight against terrorist ideology, and it
cannot control the incivilities in the vicinity of the mosque.
The Ministry of the Interior maintains that the unknown individuals of the mosque “would be
followers of jihad,” yet no evidence comes to support this statement, he argues with accusations
of apologia. This accusation is repeated systematically in the notifications of the Ministry of the
Interior.
It should be noted that the Ministry of the Interior argues that persons have been “arrested” or “
sometimes sentenced for apologia.” But the arrest is a tool of the Ministry of the Interior, and in
no case is it a judicial conviction.
It fails to state that none of these persons have been convicted of terrorism-related offenses.
These suspicions revolve around the same accusations as the other closures of mosques under the
state of emergency and the SILT Act, namely judging religious texts that do not suit the Ministry
of the Interior. Yet the Muslims have formally denied these accusations, the heads of the mosque
have stressed that they are putting the sermons online, which proves that they want to be
transparent.
The managing association of the mosque, as well as its imam, was also “subject to the freezing
of assets by a joint order of the minister of Economy and finance and the secretary of state.”
The managers of the mosques, however, went so far as to propose to the Ministry of the Interior
that they place cameras on the outside to monitor the “coming and going of people" and to make
available to the police the prayer pictures. The heads of the mosque have offered to work with
the police to have the Ministry of the Interior assist them in identifying people who pose a
problem to the intelligence services. They have made efforts to improve the relationship with the
prefecture. They said they want help rather than stigmatize.
Despite this, the judge followed the prefect's advice and dismissed the motion on February 8,
2019.
The MI appears to blame the Al Kawthar Mosque, and Muslims more broadly, for the words and
actions of other individuals based on their sharing of the Muslim faith. This is clearly
disproportionate and discriminatory.
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Neither the mosque nor the imam has received a judicial conviction for inciting hatred or
supporting terrorism, as the Ministry of the Interior maintains. The freezing of the assets of the
mosque and the imam demonstrates administrative harassment in a combination of
administrative measures, as well as a willingness on the part of the French authorities to prevent
Muslims from practicing their worship serenely, from meeting, and from having a place of
worship of their own.
The only evidence in these administrative procedures is that the religious texts were not suitable
to the French authorities. The MI could reproach the Jews and the Christians for the same thing
and challenge the Torah and the Gospel, since they clearly explain that the Qur'an and the
hadiths do not suit him. It is a blatant misuse of counter-terrorism tools and an arbitrary closure.
The Muslims are in the shock because of this closure, and they find themselves simply without a
place of worship, deprived of the finances that they collected themselves, stigmatized. and
amalgamated with jihadist terrorism only because of their religious affiliation Islam.
A mosque re-opening can be set up.
Yet in the extreme case of the Torcy mosque, an arrangement was made between the Ministry of
the Interior and the Paris Mosque to leave the place of worship open for Muslims. The
management of the mosque was then entrusted to Dalil Boubakeur, rector of the Paris Mosque
who himself entrusted this management to another association.
The Torcy mosque was at the heart of one of the biggest legal cases of terrorism in France,
described as a “the trial of one of the most dangerous jihadist networks ever dismantled in
France” for its association with terrorists. The problem did not come from the mosque, but from
the people who frequented the place of worship.
At the reopening, the Rector will say: “we wished to delegate ourselves one of our well-trained
imams, professional so to speak. The imam will be an element of progress, of knowledge, a
factor of peace. “
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IV. The Government's Report on the SILT law and on
the Closures of Mosques
The Ministry of the Interior has issued a report on behalf of the government on the SILT act. It
maintains that the mosques that were closed under a state of emergency and SILT were closed
only because of their link with terrorism, whereas none of them had been indicted or convicted in
connection with offenses or crimes relating to terrorism.
In none of the closed mosques has the Ministry of the Interior been able to demonstrate the truth
of what it said about the alleged links between the mosques and terrorism. There is no judicial
investigation into these allegations. Yet the French legislative arsenal is very wide and
encompasses this part.
In his report he writes that there are activities organized within the place of worship (Qur'anic
teaching and enforcing the values of jihad, sports activities constituting places of indoctrination
or training to jihad, the organization of a network of combatants, activities which support
veterans of jihad or detainees for reasons connected with terrorism, etc. “The purpose of these
indicia, which are not exhaustive, must be to provoke violence, hatred and discrimination, to
provoke the commission of terrorist acts, or to advocate such acts.”
Apart from the fact that these charges are punishable by a criminal conviction, the Ministry of
the Interior explains that it interferes in the Qur’an's religious texts as we have emphasized, and
that anti-terrorist tools are diverted to intimidate Muslims in order to prevent them from
exercising their religious freedom.
The Ministry of the Interior explains that the imam's preaching is only one of the minor
indications of the radicalisation of a place of worship. However, the measures specifically target
the imams, who are directly blamed for these allegations of support for terrorism.
In addition, the Ministry of the Interior also explains that the closure of the place of worship can
be done under any pretext when the managers of the mosque have no ties with people.
The Ministry of the Interior argues the closure of mosques in its report with a court decision on a
mosque closed under the state of emergency dating back to 2016, while we were under the
provisions of the SILT law. He proves by this argument that for him, SILT is the normalization
of the state of emergency that there is no separation between the two laws, that he uses it
continuously.
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The report of the Ministry of the Interior notes that: “the statements reported constitute the
repetition of verses from the Qur'an or ancient religious texts. Assuming that the incriminated
quotations are, as the appellant maintains, related to verses of the Qur'an or to Qur'anic
expressions…, their choice is not trivial and takes nothing away from the violence of words or
texts. If hostility toward Jews and Christians is presented as to be re-established in a context
where other declarations call for their respect or acceptance, the faithful of these confessions
nevertheless remain denounced as falsifying the sacred texts and called to convert in a
threatening tone, whose The fact that the substance is extracted from verses of the Qur'an does
not diminish the violence.”
In this regard, the Qur'an contains the same religious texts as the Gospel and the Torah, so these
measures can be extended to other religions, as is the case of anti-terrorist measures that extend
to social movements.
It blames the problems of the city's incivility to the Muslims and makes it a perfect scapegoat.
With the phrase "admitting that" which proves that these are only unsupported allegations and
without any evidence.
"If hostility to Jews and Christians is presented as to be re-established in a context where other
statements call for their respect or acceptance" .
The Ministry of the Interior contradicts itself with regard to discrimination and incitements to
Jewish and Christian hatred, as it takes as its argument this decision of justice, while these
elements plead against it. It speaks of texts to add context, yet in the closings of mosques it has
contextualized no religious text.
It should also be noted that in the case of the Ecquevilly mosque : "the statements made are a
repetition of verses from the Qur'an or ancient religious texts: “supposing that the incriminated
quotations would be, as the applicant maintains,” relating to verses from the Qur'an or to
Qur'anic expressions,” “their choice is not trivial and takes nothing away from the violence of
words or texts. Although hostility towards Jews and Christians is presented as to be reestablished in a context where other declarations call for their respect or acceptance, the faithful
of these confessions nevertheless remain denounced as falsifying the sacred texts and called to
convert in a threatening tone, whose The fact that the substance is extracted from verses of the
Qur'an does not diminish violence.”
The lawyer of the Ecquevilly mosque, William Bourdon, has rebelled against the reproaches of
the Ministry of the Interior: he wondered if “the state should tell the imams which sura should
be selected in the Qur’an,” which would be an extremely heavy step. He denounces a general
climate hostile to islam. "Ignorance provokes all fears, cradle of political manipulation.”
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This part of the government's report proves that the intelligence services take their information
from "loyal" Muslims who act as sources. These facts prove that intelligence services are
manipulated by people who reinterpret religious texts and that intelligence is taken for granted
without verification, something that ADM has been denouncing since the beginning of the state
of emergency. Intelligence agents recover the fallacious arguments from their sources
(informants) and use them to close mosques challenging sermons, ideas and theories, and with
the Qur'an and hadiths.
These sources may be ill-intentioned, ignorant of theology, or simply pressured to provide
incorrect information. There is clearly a lack of a monitoring entity to verify the action of the
intelligence services, which is necessary to protect the intelligence from manipulation.

A Confusion Between Islam and Terrorism
DGSI agents explained to investigative journalist Alex Jordanov in the book "the DGSI Shadow Wars”
that the agents claim:
“At the top, they do not know what Islam is — they do not understand” added to the fact that very few
are able to do the work of discernment “about Islam and its religious practice, whether or not it is a part of
Muslim religious practice.”
ADM makes the same observation as the ITSB officers specializing in counter-terrorism; there is a
problem of surrounding the objective, and confusion between Islam and terrorism, a vision with erroneous
goals; set by the hierarchy, which would obey a political agenda, a race for promotions to the detriment of
security and compliance with the law.
In this regard, the DGSI officers will confide to the journalist: “we are wasting a lot of time on targets that
are not the priority. Because a director decided so. He has to fill out these annual quotas, it's called putting
"sticks" on the board, and he also has to get his end-of-year bonus. He sets these objectives and achieves
them. "They are going to get you an imam who, three years ago, said that Israelis are “Pigs.” Custody,
procedure, closed file, and they're going to be able to put their sticks on the board. While today, the man
in question is barely visible, not really in France, others, far more dangerous and elusive deserve attention
— the administrative logic, an unprecedented leadership contest in the world of intelligence which does
not take into account the disastrous consequences for the men and women in the field.
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Administrative measures linked to the fight against terrorism and the Prevention of radicalisation
target only Muslims. Only mosques, schools, associations, and businesses owned by Muslims
have been closed down by the administration and those excluded from judicial review.
The secretary of state said on May 16, 2019: “since 2018, we have been involved in the closure
of of 27 places of worship in France, currently 20 of which are still closed within the framework
of these procedures, a figure that has never been achieved. In the same spirit under the authority
and in connection with the Minister of National Education, 4 schools out of contract and 8
cultural or associative institutions have been closed, and 89 bars have also been closed under the
provisions of the SILT act, the act SILT that effectively allows us to have the broadest possible
approach to make it clear that this kind of place can not spread the unhealthy ideas that it has the
potential to carry.”
While the official figures of the government report, as well as the parliamentary control of the
law strengthening internal security and The Fight Against Terrorism (SILT) since November 1,
2017 report 7 closed places of worship and not 27 as revealed by the minister of the interior.

Accumulation
since the 1st of
N November
2017

Protection
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Closures of
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worship

323

7

Individual
administrative
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supervisory
control
measures

149

Visits

114

seizures

64

In a progress report entitled "consequences of the state of emergency in France on human
rights,” ADM addressed the problem of slanderous denunciations, which are the sources of
administrative measures. In addition, we have seen, in the many cases brought before the courts,
a certain lack of analysis, of checks, and even of problems of the translation of Arabic in the light
of the responses of the secretary of state, which have led to the creation of many injustices. This
is also due to the lack of understanding and interest in Islam and its community.
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The United Nations Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of human rights and
fundamental freedoms while countering terrorism recommends the establishment of a fully
independent and comprehensive monitoring of the work of intelligence agencies. This inspection
should have sufficient resources and technical capacity to allow sufficient monitoring of
technological developments.
It also urges the judiciary to play its full role a priori. Control must be able to determine the
necessity, proportionality and legality of such measures.

V. The Racial and religious profiling of
administrative measures related to the fight
against terrorism

Since the state of emergency in November 2015, French authorities have linked terrorism to
mosques without any proof whatsoever, which exacerbates anti-Muslim racism and makes
mosques and Muslims targets for identity terrorists, as we saw in the attacks on the mosques of
Christchurch in New Zealand.
The terrorist who carried out the attacks on the mosques of Christchurch, killing 50 people, was
inspired by the Great Replacement theory. In his manifesto he refers to a stay in France that
radicalized him. He says he wanted to go after Muslims.
The title of his manifesto refers to a thesis from the French writer Renaud Camus on the
disappearance of the European Peoples, replaced. “In all the cities of France, the invaders were
there, whatever the size of the towns, urban or rural, the invaders were there.” Non-whites, they
were everywhere, no matter where he was going. I had seen enough and, in rage, I left the city,
refusing to stay one more minute in this cursed place. Why have we let these invaders conquer
us? That's when I decided to do something, that's when I decided to act, and to use force and
violence to fight the invaders myself.
These anti-Muslim racist theories are fueled by the dissemination of radicalisation criteria, which
were disseminated on social media. The CNCDH warned against such dissemination in its
opinion : "the effects of a wider dissemination of indicators of tipping points. The latter are
public and have been widely distributed, including on social networks. In doing so, the logic of
suspicion towards Muslim people, bearing certain signs of confessional belonging, could be
extended to the whole population, thanks to certain political discourses. In order to avoid any
confusion between terrorists and certain expressions of belonging to Islam, the CNCDH
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recommends to avoid any confusion between the two. It forcefully recalls that it is impossible to
deduce from a religious practice, however radical it may be, a rallying to violent action" .
The United Nations Special Rapporteur on the promotion and protection of human rights and
fundamental freedoms in the fight against terrorism noted that “French and/or Muslim Arab
communities were mainly subjected to exceptional measures both during the state of emergency
and currently under the SILT act, in tandem with other anti-terrorist organizations measures.”
She was: "deeply concerned about the construction of these minority communities".
What is confirmed in the eyes of those followed by ADM since the state of emergency and under
the SILT law, those are mainly Arabs/Muslims who are specifically targeted by antiterrorist
measures in France, but also by political and media discourse against Muslims that are amplified
on social networks that was the subject of an analysis by ADM " violent extremism: propaganda
on social networks of the extreme right represents a major challenge for the world’s stability.
UN Secretary - General Antonio Guterres reports “in the world we are witnessing a growing
hatred against Muslims,” also blaming “anti-Semitism, racism and xenophobia” when speaking
of the Christchurch attacks in New Zealand. In his analysis, the Secretary-General of the United
Nations explains that these hate speech " penetrates the general public, spreading like a fire
through social networks ".
The creator of the of Great Replacement theory was not worried by justice, nor even the identity
groups that have premises. These administrative measures specifically target Muslims.
ADM is constantly warning against the racist anti-Muslim discourses that have been spreading
on social networks lately by sending a statement to the attention of President Emmanuel Macron.
Indeed, our concern is based on two factors that trigger violent extremism : the racist theories
that spread hatred by dehumanizing the other and that proliferate on social networks, and the
attacks in New Zealand on Facebook viewed millions of times.
Facebook about this explains that they have: “identified more than 900 different videos showing
extracts of these horrible 17 minutes,” length of the video broadcast by the assailant, she
continues, ensuring that she has already “improved the response time” in front of these type of
videos. Facebook had already reported withdrawing 1.5 million copies of these images within 24
hours of the attack.
The terrorist broadcast the massacre live on social networks, which is particularly worrisome in
view of the evolution of this identity terrorism. ADM has asked the president of the Republic for
the most complete intransigence in the fight against the anti-Muslim racism that is rampant in
France, especially through social networks.
Le terroriste a diffusé le massacre en live sur les réseaux sociaux, ce qui revêt un
caractère particulièrement inquiétant au regard de l’évolution de ce terrorisme identitaire. ADM
a demandé au président de la République la plus totale intransigeance dans la lutte contre le
racisme antimusulman qui sévit fortement en France à travers surtout les réseaux sociaux.
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We also sent a letter to the secretary general of the DILCRAH, about Mr. Guillaume Tabard
editor-in-chief of the Figaro, invited on March 15, 2019 on LCI in the program 24H Pujadas,
said at a high audience : " We have encountered a rather deadly Islamist terrorism in France, and
If we want to play at an accounting game, we are not yet in balance. We must not venture into
the field of the return volley. "Unless that persons have been convicted for advocacy of terrorism
and / or charged with criminal conspiracy in connection with a terrorist enterprise.
With these words Guillaume Tabard, equated the Muslim victims of the attack of Christchurch
and through it all the Muslims, to the perpetrators of Islamist attacks. It instills a sense of
rejection and animosity towards them. This abject equation spread on social networks by LCI
incites hatred against Muslims, feeds identity propaganda in France by minimizing racist acts
and killings against them, worse, it advocates terrorism and incites crime.
To date we have received no response from the prefect Fréderic Potier, Secretary General of
DILCRAH.
A ce jour nous n’avons eu aucune réponse du Préfet Fréderic Potier Secrétaire Générale
de la DILCRAH.
For years a dangerous and violent "identity Generation" Group has been operating in complete
freedom carrying out anti-Muslim, anti-migrant racist operations. The first operation was against
the mosque of Poitier referring to Charles Martel who would have arrested the Arabs in Poitiers a
passage dear to the identities. Charles Martel is quoted in the terrorist manifesto of Christchurch.
The identity chanted slogans such as "in Poitiers neither kebab nor mosque" and " Gauls, wake
up, no mosque on our land.”
This operation left Muslims in shock. Muslim associations complained, and the imam of the
mosque told the mosque, " Not a month ago in October, there were people coming to see me
with fear in their guts. What was done opened a Pandora's box." The public prosecutor
condemned the act at the trial : "What is reprehensible is the entire set-up that exclusively
targeted a religious community in order to banish it from the public space. "There followed a
series of operations of the same type, in the Alps where they replaced the police without the
Minister of the interior at the time, Gérard Colomb condemning or taking action . They then
made an attack described as "violent" by the NGO-SOS Méditerranée, which helps migrants at
sea whose headquarters in Lyon, the NGO filed a complaint, which led to the indictment of 22
followers of the “Groupe Identitaire.”
We had to wait for the investigation of Jazeera that infiltrated a “Generation Identity” bar in
Lille “La Citadelle,” with a person who made projections of attacks by members : "you do not go
to the market of Wazemmes (market frequented by Muslims). I'm going over there, I'm
committing a massacre. Charlie Hebdo next door is dog piss. The market of Wazemmes is where
all the "gnoules" of Lille go. You drive there on a Sunday but you can make a mess. The
incognito journalist asks him his target, he answers : "a mosque, anything. Same car like a ram, I
take my car BAAM there we go.
This report caused a stir, despite the fact that the Ministry of the Interior had not taken any action
against these extreme right-wing militias. The Reportage and the pressure of public opinion, as
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well as the mayor of Lille, led the prosecutor's office to open an investigation into the violence
observed in the reportage by this group against a battered Arab woman.

Conclusion on the closures of mosques
ADM has investigated mosques since the state of emergency. It appears that the mosques have
regular links to intelligence, which has known exactly what is going on there for years. None of
the closed mosques has committed a breach of the law, the proof is that no judicial sentence has
been handed down against the closed mosques either under a state of emergency or under the
SILT act.

The Secret Service’s Shady Game
In interviews with the victims of these administrative measures, one sentence comes up again and again,
namely that they have regular contact with the territorial intelligence services and that they know what is
happening in the mosques. But overnight these people, these mosques become suspects when nothing has
changed, neither in the content of the sermons, nor in the form since the Ministry of the Interior has the
same interlocutors. They go so far as to continue to maintain a relationship between intelligence and the
heads of mosques after the closures. This is absurd and counterproductive. Thus, through these
procedures, the Ministry of the Interior is breaking the trust established between its services and the
Muslim community.

We noted an inconsistency in the administrative closures of mosques. The targeted mosques had
strongly condemned terrorism and had taken steps to prevent DAESH's propaganda by
distributing leaflets, conferences, etc... It is therefore incomprehensible that the Ministry of the
Interior should use measures linked to the fight against terrorism to close mosques that are
themselves fighting terrorism by developing tools against jihadist indoctrination that are much
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more effective than the government's plans to fight radicalisation and that they should
disseminate their theological prevention tools to young Muslims who are receptive.
In a report of the Senate Committee on the control of the SILT law, there is a surprising
reflection on the part of the rapporteur that confirms the analysis and the work of ADM.
This statement explains that this is an attack on religious freedom and that in order to ensure that
mosques do not have access to effective remedies, the administration is doing considerable work
to circumvent religious freedom and ensure that the mosque does not reopen.
The rapporteur explains that only six places of worship have been closed to date. It is very
complicated to develop the case files sufficiently to justify the decision and to rule out any
possibility of appeal. To complete the characterization rigorously requires six to eight months of
work, since one “attacks,” if I may say so, freedom of religion. These administrative measures
have been effective as none of the closed places of worship has been reopened. If there are no
more closures, it is because the prefectoral authorities have so far been unable to gather sufficient
evidence to support the cases. »
It recognizes administrative harassment of mosques and their managers with a combination of
administrative measures. He continues: "in most cases, the closure measures were accompanied
by other administrative measures, in particular the dissolution of associations, the expulsion of
imams and the freezing of assets. "These closures are therefore permanent and not temporary for
6 months. This is in contradiction with the text of the SILT Act, which calls for a six-month
closure.
The Senate, as well as the administration heard by the Senate, recognize that these closures are
indeed a violation of religious freedom and that the administration works in such a way as to
prevent any fair trial.
They also implicitly acknowledge that the small number of closed mosques reflects a depletion
of the measure of closure of mosques and not places of worship. Since they are only mosques
that have been closed, which confirms ADM's analysis of the SILT law is unnecessary.
These closures of places of worship are aimed only at mosques and no other places of worship.
They are experienced as a collective punishment by practicing Muslims who are deprived of
places of worship and stigmatized. These decisions are arbitrary. The lack of a fair trial leads to
discrimination and disproportionate administrative measures that ignore the freedom of religion
and worship of the thousands of Muslims who pray in these closed mosques.

The violations of Rights on the closure of mosques
Several violations of rights have been observed: religious freedom, freedom of conscience,
freedom of expression, freedom of Assembly and communication, and the right to collective
expression of ideas and opinions, freedom of association and the right to a fair trial, to an
effective remedy a priori.
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Several laws and measures are combined: the SILT act, and administrative measures related to
the fight against terrorism introduced in 2014
These violations of rights prevent a religious minority from exercising its fundamental rights.
The consequences for Muslims in France are significant with a decrease of the associative
commitment, within the actions in the Muslim community. The link between Muslims and the
Ministry of the Interior is broken, there is no longer any trust on the part of Muslims toward the
Ministry of the Interior.
The implementation of the SILT act in its application is discriminatory. This law targets
practicing Muslims. The SILT law is disproportionate and inflicts suffering on people who have
not committed any offense by humiliating them, accusing them of supporting terrorism even
though the heads of these mosques, imams, have repeatedly condemned terrorist groups as well
as the attacks. These accusations have the effect of intimidating Muslims by confusing them with
terrorists. It is an intimidation of mosques, as well as a warning for all Muslims who practice of
what awaits them if they do not submit to the orders of the Ministry of the Interior, which
interferes in the worship of Muslims, in religious texts, as well as in the management of the place
of worship.
The closure of mosques deprived thousands of Muslims of places of worship and proved to take
discriminatory and disproportionate measures. They constitute the collective punishment of a
community for an act committed by a third party, in violation of religious freedom and
international treaties signed and ratified by France protecting freedom of religion and religious
practice, non-discrimination, equality in law, access to a fair trial.
These security abuses also feed hate speech on the social networks of identities and groups with
far-right ideas, and make Muslims a target of supremacists.
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Recommendations:
TO THE PARLIAMENT AND THE MINISTRY OF THE INTERIOR
Removal and monitoring
1) The supression of the provision on the closure of places of worship in the SILT act
2) An independent check with the CNCDH taking into account the cumulative measures
implemented since 2014.
3) An independent oversight body to monitor the action of information and to investigate
complaints from persons who consider themselves unfairly targeted.
4)The cessation of the use of white notes in this administrative dispute.
5) The end of administrative harassment with regard to the cumulation of administrative
measures on mosques and their managers.
(6) The establishment of an independent authority to monitor the activities of the intelligence
services.

TO THE PRIME MINISTER OF THE GOVERNMENT
TO THE SECRETARY OF STATE
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1) The preservation of freedom of religion, conscience and worship, as well as the end of
interference in Muslim worship, in the religious texts of the Qur'an and Hadiths.
2) Compensation for damage suffered by mosque managers as well as closed mosques under the
state of emergency or the SILT Act and the reopening of closed mosques.
3) The training of public officials in non-discrimination
4) The protection of Muslims against the arbitrariness of state officials and the effectiveness of
remedies with regard to defamation.
5) The effective implementation of mechanisms to combat discrimination and the protection of
the muslim minority against discrimination and hate speech, including social networks, policies
or agents of the State.
6) Responsible public and media communication that deconstructs the amalgams that target
Muslims.
TO THE SECRETARY OF STATE
Prevention of violent extremism
7) The suppression of radicalization criteria based on Muslim religious practice (the CNCDH
had demanded the total suppression of the radicalized persons file (FSPRT))
8) The use of independent experts who are familiar with Islam, sects and violent extremism,
whether jihadist or identity-based, in the fight against terrorism in order to combine security with
the respect for human rights.
9) A review of radicalisation prevention policy and counter-terrorism tools in order to be more
effective and in compliance with human rights
10) To combat discrimination against Muslims.
11) The authorities must work with Muslims on doubts and on the fight against terrorism in a
secure relationship with a clearly pre-established roadmap signed by both parties to preserve
public rights and freedoms.
12) Substantive work needs to be done with Muslims/civil society constituencies to implement a
genuine rights-based prevention policy.
TO THE GOVERNMENT AND THE MINISTRY OF JUSTICE
13) the closing of mosques in the context of the fight against terrorism must be submitted to an
investigating judge
14) the judicial judge must verify the legality of the closures of mosques since the state of
emergency
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TO THE SPECIAL RAPPORTEUR OF THE UNITED NATIONS
TO THE COMMISSIONER OF EUROPEAN RIGHTS
TO THE DEFENDER OF RIGHTS
TO THE CNCDH
15) Ensure respect for the European and international treaties signed and ratified by France on
the freedom of religion, non-discrimination, freedom of expression, assembly and association,
and the right to a fair trial.
16) Increased monitoring of the use of counter-terrorism tools used by the French authorities
against civil society.
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accusé de complaisance. - Huffingtonpost- Par Alexandre Boudet - 22/04/2018
https://www.huffingtonpost.fr/2018/04/22/generation-identitaire-la-reaction-de-gerard-collomb-ne-passe-pas-a-gauche_a_23417206/
1
SOS MÉDITERRANÉE : 22 MILITANTS DE GÉNÉRATION IDENTITAIRE MIS EN EXAMEN - Par CNEWS avec AFP -le 07/10/2018
https://www.cnews.fr/france/2018-10-07/sos-mediterranee-22-militants-de-generation-identitaire-mis-en-examen-796304
1
Reportage sur le bar “La Citadelle” à Lille : trois Identitaires renvoyés devant le tribunal correctionnel
https://france3-regions.francetvinfo.fr/hauts-de-france/nord-0/lille-metropole/reportage-bar-citadelle-lille-trois-identitaires-renvoyes-devanttribunal-correctionnel-1616233.html
1

N° 220-SÉNAT-SESSION ORDINAIRE DE 2018-2019 Enregistré à la Présidence du Sénat le 19 décembre 2018-RAPPORT
D’INFORMATION-FAIT au nom de la commission des lois constitutionnelles, de législation, du suffrage universel, du Règlement et
d’administration générale par la mission de contrôle et de suivi de la loi du 30 octobre 2017 renforçant la sécurité intérieure et la lutte contre le
terrorisme-Par M. Marc-Philippe DAUBRESSE-Sénateur
1
Ibid
1
Ibid
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1

QUEL EST L’ARSENAL JURIDIQUE DE LA FRANCE CONTRE LE TERRORISME?
http://www.stop-djihadisme.gouv.fr/lutte-contre-terrorisme-radicalisation/mesures-lutter-contre-terrorisme/quel-est-larsenal-juridique

1

Avis sur la prévention de la radicalisation 18 mai 2017 https://www.cncdh.fr/fr/publications/avis-sur-la-prevention-de-la-radicalisation
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